
LAMU NCMM  

Friday 7.January, 10.00-11.30  

Location: Zoom 

Attendees: Janna Saarela, Anthony Mathelier, Ingrid Kjelsvik, Gladys Tjørhom, Bojana 

Sredic, Rasma Gutsmite, Trine Evensen  and Anna Vik Rødseth 

Not present: Pavel Kopcil 

MINUTES 

 

Item 1-1/22 Approval of the minutes from LAMU 08.12.21 

The minute was approved without comments 

Item 2-1/22 Short briefings 

New LAMU member: We welcome Rasma Gutsmite as a new LAMU member. She is the 

safety deputy and representing the research group at Kristinne Bonnevies house.  

Trine Evensen from the occupational health service is present to observe the LAMU 

meeting.  

Safety inspection: The first draft of the questionnaire was presented. LAMU members came 

with suggestions of improvements. Anna will make the necessary changes and let LAMU 

members try the quiz, prior to sending it out to the whole institute.  

WIKI page: The first draft of the Wiki page for NCMM was presented. LAMU members 

suggested different topics/ information that should be included, and how it should look. Anna 

will make the necessary changes and present it the next LAMU meeting.  

Item 3-1/22 Corona restriction updates 

There is no news from the government or from UiO regarding the corona restrictions. We all 

still wait for the updates from the government that will take place January 14.  

NCMM has until now six cases of corona. All of them were unrelated, and the persons 

affected acted responsible and communicated with the management and other people 

involved. Thus, we avoided more spreading on the institute.  



However, there is a lot of infection around these days and it might be a problem if one has no 

or little symptoms. 

Until then the same rules apply: reduce the number of social contacts, keep distance and wear 

a mask.  

Item 4-1/22 Time for second LAMU meeting 

The second and third LAMU meeting will be scheduled after all of the LAMU members 

answer the Doodle poll. Anna will send the doodle link once more.  

Item 5-1/22 Miscellaneous 

Nothing.  

 


